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après un chapitre d" int rotuie tien, dan¿ lequel  il expose brièvement Involution, 

-MI» 20 dernières aimée 3, des s,yu*è«ea automatiques de commande dna»   l'industrie » 

1* auteur e» décrit la, structure no tannant en ce qui concerne les applications à l'auto» 

«¿atisatio» des lair.inoirs à froid« 

L'auteur examine annuite l'importance «t les applications; des dispositifs de 

contrôle autotaatique de l*épaise«w d«e tolas (AQC) et présente un*  série de résultat« 

d'expériences* 

Les principes sur lesquels repou« l'emploi d'un dispositif automatique de contrôle* 

de l'épaisaeur des tSlea rtane un laminoir i froid à cinq oa*es sont exposés en détail. 

Peur conclure,  l'auteur recownande iiue tous les lar.lnoirt à froid moderne» soient 

\J Les opinions exprimées dan:: U ;;réaent document aont celles ée l'sateur et 
ne reflètent pas nécessairement leu vmu du Secrétariat de l'OMUDI« 
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dotés d'un dispositif do contrôle automatic.uo C* 1'¿palpeur vos tôles.    Grace , cotta 

technique on p .rvient à respecter une tolériinco constante infóriaura :. -1 -,. duina 

l'opaiOBeur r-c tSlau e vit©sue coiutante,  toi ¿rouse qui tomba ¿ ¿2 '/, en cao d'accólé- 

rr.tion ou de jv.lonUsdemcmt.    Par co»n¿ar¿ú..'onf l'emploi de commande,: mamtìllea peut 

entraîner dee variations de "¿10 ",,. per report :• i« ¿poseur nominalo.    Lua avantagea 

de la première máthode au point da vue coût aont considérables o.vr U quantité de 

tôles mises au rebut ou déclaaoáe*, diminua ¿,mc une fort© proportion. 

On autre avantage résultant du controle prôcit de U tension de la tole ©at qu'il 

y a nettement moin-  de ruptures et da  Pillea ee qui réduit sensiblement ito arrlts 
dis laminoirs. 



S U ds  M A R Y 

After ari introductory section, which summarizes   the growth 01" indue« 

trial automatic control aye ten» in the past twenty years,   the paper 

deals with the structure of control systems, with particular reference 

to their application for the automati©« of a cold rolling mill. 

The significance and application of automatic gauge control  (AGC) 

»yetes» for controlling strip thicknes» »re then discussed, and 

a series of experimental resulte are presented. 

The philoiophy underlying the application of AGC to a five-stand 

cold mill  is conoidered at length.      The paper concludes with the 

recommendation that no modern cold mill should operate without an AGC 

sytäterc.      Consistent coil   thickness tolerances of better than ±1$ can 

be achieved under constant mill speed conditions,  dropping to ±2$ when 

accelerating or decelerating.      These results compare with gauge changes 

that can ce as much as 10$ different from the nominal value during 

manual cperation.      This has tremendous advantages in cost savings, 

since the anount of rejected or downgraded product 10 considerably 

reduced. 

Another advantage, resulting from the necessarily close control of 

strip tension,  is that breakages and cobbles are considerably reduced. 

There is thus an appreciable reduction of Mill down-time. 



•m 

i.   Intrcrfuction 

The rmpid growth of industriai autor«tic control systems in the past 
tuo decades is basically explained by the following three important 
developments : 
a) Development of new electronic components. 
b) Better theoretical   understanding of many industrial processes, 

allowing their description by mathematical model». 
c) Development and utilization of computers ( process computers ) 

in the control of processe« and to collect and classify data. 

In addition, the theory of Servonmchanisi», or what is the 
the Theory of Feedback Control Syst«», initially developed during 
the 2nd World War, received widespread attention and started to   be 
utilised in the design of industrial control systems. 

The marriage of the three technological developments above-mentioned 
with P better theoretical   understanding resulted in an enormous growth 
in the control of industrial processes, so important that it has been 
called the second industrial revolution. 

The first Industrial Revolution is characterised by the appearance 
of "muscular machines''.   The steam engine, the first of tits series, 
is also the classical example of this period. 

Ths 2nd Industrial Revolution is characterised by the "control".   This 
word is not physically implemented by a particular machine or even by 
types of machinery;   ths physical counterpart of this word is much mora 
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•r.ophifït Jcated. 

Hie "control" ( of a variable, a procens, an industry ) is made possible 

by one or more appropriât« control syncro. 

This can be defined «s a set of components with a "ttefinwl structure" that 

actuate on a variable of a process and force it to amine desired values» 

despite disturbances that eventually affect the procesa. 

The key concept in the above description is "defined structure". The in- 

ternal constructive details of the exponents of a "control system" lose 

their insortane« but the function and structure ( interconexión ) of these 

components become of paramount importance. 

Ihe Feedback theory shows that there is a cannon structure in all these 

systens and that they can be studied in a systematic way. the technolo- 

gy supplies the components to physically implement these structures. The 

result is systems with a complexity ard presenting a performance difficult 
to be imagined until a few years ago. 

In the following pa^er, we will try to explain the basic structures com«* 

to all control systems. After that, we will show how the operation of a 

Cold Rolling Mill is controlled by these systems. Special «mphaeis will 

be given to the Automatic Gauge Control System <AGC), one of the »ore important 

control systems in a mill. The use of the Computer as a control component 
will briefly be diecuesed, 

3' A*» structure of the Control Systems 

As previously indicated, the function of a Regulator or Control System is 

to force one or more variables of a process ( speed, temperature, gauge, 

ate. ) to assumi desired values, independently of disturbances that may 
eventually affect the process. 

J 



The "r.tructure" of a control syr.tem, which is so inqortant for its operation, 
is a direct consequence of tv« very single but important concepts : 
measurement and correct i ve act ion. 

In order to effectively control a variable it is necessary to constantly 
measure its actual value and to compare it ap.ainst the desired valu« < «- 
ference ).    If there is a difference between th« two ( error ), then the 
control system must be capable of initiating a corrective action actuating 
over the controlled process in order to drive the value of tlv controlled 
variable to the desired value.    In other Mordi the control system constantly 
acts to reduce the error to sere. 

Jhe "measunanent" and ''corrective action" can be represented by the drawing 
of Fig. l. 

This diagram clearly shows the comparison made between the measured and the 
desired values.   Systems with such * structura ars known as feedback or closed 
loop systems. 

J. .•*• opposite are the open-loop systems or sy a terns without feed-back, which 
operate without measuring the controlled variable.   Hence, such syst«*«; re- 
ceive no information regarding the actual value of the controlled variable 
and thus «re "blind" to any variation in its value} consequently they are 
unable to effect a corrective action if necessary. 

All modem control systems operate in the closed-loop fashion. 
A complex industrial process is controlled by many individual closed loops, 
each one being responsible for the central of a specific variable. 

fmm^m ?* 1 w# MHW HUM 

AI en snampla of a process of definite interest we will now discuss the 
notion of a Multi-Stand Cold mil* 
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To start, it is important to notice that there are rrany possible decrees 
of automation, depending on the number of functions that are transferred 
from the control of a human operator to the control of one or more Regu- 
lators . 
For purposes of classification it is possible to recognize three basic 
levels of automation. 

First level of Automation 

At this level» at least the basic variables of the cold-rollinp process 
( speed of the rolls, posit ion of the screwdowns, tension on the winding 

and unwinding reels, gauge of the final product etc«) are controlled by 
appropriate regulators.   However, It Is the operator's responsibility 
to decide which value to chose for* the reference of each regulator as 
well as the decision of when to chaise these references.   The function of 
each regulator is simply to control Its assigned variable and maintain it 
at the value determined by the reference, independently of eventual dis- 
turbances that may affect the rolling process. 

Hence, before rolling, the operator choses the speed of each stand, the 
position of each screwdown, etc. which, based on his previous experien- 
ce, he knows will produce a sheet with the desired characteristics and 
dimensions.   This choice is made by adjusting the reference of each in- 
dividual regulator, by means of manually operated rheostats located In a 
control desk. 

Second laws! of Automation 

At this level,the references art also autcmttically adjusted*   However, it 
is still the operator's responsibility toohoos» the correct value« for these 

In practice, such choice oottea^onds to the selection of a particular rolling 



"Sc.V-dule" amonn various available alternatives, previously prepared 
and stored in a memory of some sort.    In many canes the schedules are 

stored in a computer. Before rolling, the operator "calls'* for a parti, 
cular schedule, identifying it to the computer by a code number.    The 
computer recognizes the code called, retrieves from its memory the va- 

lues of the various references corresponding to tliat particular schedule» 
and adjusts the actual references of each regulator accordingly Í set - 
point control ).    I fence, the computer performs the functions of schedule 
storage and of adjustment of the reference "rheostats".    However, it is 
still ths responsibility of the operator to select the correct schedule. 

Although we have assumed that e canputer is used at the 2nd level of auto 
nation, it is perfectly possible to attain this level without it. 

The schedule storage can be made, for example, by a set of punched cards . 

The operator choses the desired schedule by selecting a card and inserting 
it in a card reader. The reference rheostats mn then positioned by minia 
ture motors in accordance with the velues fro» the card. Although this al 
ternati ve solution is perfectly acceptable, a computer is generally prefer 
ed because it can also be used for a number of other activities such as date 
logging .alarm monitoring, production togging, «tc. Also, the computer can 

be used to implement one or more Regulatoni such as the screwdown position 
regulators, The Automatic GeMge Control, etc. In these cases the computer 
performs the functions of the "Susmer" and "Controller" modules shown In 
Pit:, l, and operates in real time ( on-line operation ). 

Third .Level of Automation 

Due to the great number of calculations and the complexity of the same, the 
use of the computer is mandatory to implement this third and highest level 
of automation. 

In addition to the functions of reference storage and reference adjust»«*, 
the computer becomes also responsible for the correct selection of smeli re- 
ference.   This is accomplished by the so-called "Schedule Calculation" function. 

The operator inform the computer about the mein characteristics of the 
product ( such m gauge, hardness, Mid«. ) and the. gmuM desired for the 
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On i shed product.    With this (¡sta the oorrçxjter calculates the values of 
the various variables of the prooMa sudi as stand speed, intérêt and 
tonnions, acrewdown pos it ion«, etc. that will lead to a final product with 
the desired dimensions. 

i of tilt rolling 

that control it* 

of 

The "Schedule Calculation" is baaed in a eatheraatical 
procesa and is previously ymupmrnl into the 

fig. 2   shows a S-Stand Cold Kill and the Hsin 

Five speed regulators that individually control the 
riva screwdown position 
Four Interstand Tension 
IWo Real Tension 
Qua sntry fCC System ( «ntroUin« the 
Ohe delivery ASC syste» ( oontroUint. tüs final 

This f ifura claarly shows the 
of 

1 ) 
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wir*» - the í^rareters of the mill  ( tensions, npwdr,, rollinP for- 

ces, etc.), as rouirai to obtain a donincd thickness reduction for 

* particular coil and, assuming that no disturbances were present, 
the mill would then deliver the desired f,aup,e throug»»out the full 
rolling of ti« coil.    Unfortunately this is not the case, and the 
list of disturbing factors that affect the finished gauge is a long 
one.   Among the most important we can nention : 

** Ttoywrtia» - Tnat changes tí» diameter of the back-up and work 
roil* and consequently affects the roll gap opening and the gau 

ge.   'Ms is a slow-changing disturbance that is relatively easy 
to compensate for. 

V toll Eccentricity - Tnat periodically ( the period depends on the 
mill speed ) also disturbs the roll gap.   At high mill speeds this 

disturbance can becon» very fast, making it extremely difficult to 
correct for. 

ci Incondng flaufe Changs - Evidently the incoming paure is far frnt, 

perfect and the random deviations in thickness of the ¡nomini* pro 

duct tend to produce the same type of gauge changes in the finished 
product.   Arong the most difficult to correct are the sudden and un 
predictable changes in the incoming gauge caused by wolds. 

<D Mill Speed Lffects - It has been consistently observed that when the 
speed of a cold udii is increased, the delivery ¿au?* pets noti- 
ceably thinner, even if there is no change in the ir»coming pro - 

duct.   The reverse < delivery gauge gets thicker ) happens when the 
nil! speed is decreased. 

The mechanism responsible for this effect is not quite well under- 
stood.   One possible explanation is the increase in the oil film 
in the bearings of the rolls that would cause the roll gap to be 
reduced when the «ill speed is increased,   fbwever, the oil f ibn 
effect on the bearings can be measured when the mill is unloaded 
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(  no metal In the mill ) and, although these measurements are not very 
accurate, they seem to indicate that the oil film is only partially 
responsible for the mill speed effect on gauge. 

Another theory tries to explain the reduction in pauge with an in- 
creasing miH speed as being caused by a reduction in the coeffi - 

cient of friction between the metal and the work rolls.    This would 
result in less energy losses - under heat form - at the roll bite, 
increasing the efficiency of the reduction process and consequently 
causing the gauge to go thinner. 

Still another explanation theorizes that a "wedge" of coolant, 
carried by the strip, interposes itself between the metal and the 
work rolls, actually decreasinp the roll gap.   More coolant would 
be carried at higher udii speeds, explaining the progressively 
thinner gauge. 

tossibly all of the above mentioned factor« and semi other not 
listed (as, for exasple, a possible shift in the center-line of 
tTwd work fells in relation to the back-up rolls) combine themselves 
and together contribute to the observed decrease in gauge when the 
ttill eased is iiteneseed. 

Hai "Speed Effect" is particularly in Cold Mill» that, 

esse*   ewpsjp'  ees'^ws^^s   sestet est   S>^B^^ 

^^^^W^^^P   ^^^^^^^^^^w   ^^Pw"^p"^^^p,^^^w   ^^^^^rw   ^^^^^   ^^^n^^^^^V'^P'OT ^p^^^pr   ^HSSJP      ^^^sp^p^^ep ^p^P^pepor    ^P ^e^e ^^       ^wewsj 

As can already be Men» the list of disturbances to the finished gauge 

if truly a long one, end OSA easily be increased.   Changes in the coolant 
oowpoeition and tessei ature, variations in the hardness of the incoming 
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product, variations in the front or back tension of the strip, etc., 
all affect the delivery gauge in various degrees. 

Hence, the first s-ep to be taken in order to obtain a good final 

gauge is to reduce to a minimum the chanpes in the rolling variables over 
which one has any control*    Thus, the rolls should be carefully ground, 
the front and back tensions should be precisely controlled by good ten 
sion (or current) regulators, the coolant composition should be main - 
tained as uniform as possible, etc. 

After these preliminary steps are taken, the next step is to design 
some kind of a system able to recognize any gauge deviation from a de- 
sired value (error) and capable of initiating corrective measures to 
restore it to the required value.   More explicitly, any AGC system has 

to perform two kinds of functions : 

a) To detect (sense) any deviation in the delivery thickness from the 

nominal (desired) value. 

b) To initiate some kind of corrective action, by manipulating one or 
sere variables (controlled variables) that affect gauge, in order 
to force it to return to the desired value, independently of the 
factor initially responsible for the gauge disturbance. 

from the above, it is apparent that an AQC system is basically similar 
to any conventional closed-loop control system, and has the same "struc 

turai* described in Section IX. 
However, a number of practical difficulties arise, that create problems 
typical to an A8C and not found in the men conventional regulators. 
One of the moat important is the to called «Transport Time" which we will now 

l.t. 

the main stumbling block rar «it operation of an AOC is the difficulty 

••••••aai 
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of measuring the gauge deviations at the moment they occur ( at the 
roll bite ). 

Due to mechanical and space problems, the gaugemeter sensing head, 

generally an X-Ray, has to be always mounted some distance away from the 

roll bite, »once, when gauge deviations occur at the gap, they are not 

detected imnediately but only after the strip has travelled from the 

roll gap to the sensing head. 

This delay in measurement is known as "transport time" delay. 

Typically, th« X-Ray measuring head is mounted «t a distane« of four 

to six feet from the roll bit«. 

Evidently the "transport time" depends not only on this distane«, but 

also on the delivery speed of the mill. It is given by the expression ; 

T * D where : T « transport tine 
v 

D * distance from the X-Ray head to th« roll bite. 

v s strip speed. 

îhis delay in measurement evidently also delays any necessary corrective 

action and creates serious difficulties for the good performanos of an 

AGC system. Recently a new method has been developed that practically 

solves the problem represented by the "transport time", it is known at 

AGC with compensation for "transport time." 

This method predicts the gauge exiting th« roll bit« by measuring th« 

actual sauge under the gaugemeter head and the trend of change in gau- 
ge. 

Ine results obtained with th« "Compensated ASC" ars excellent and art 

shewn in Figa. 3a-<f, which are charte taken on a single-etand cold mill, 

3ê3' Sew**»*1 » Tension ABC - Experimental Results ; 

Ine recordings shown in Figures 3a and b  wer« taken in a Singl« - 
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ritirici Aluminum, with the operator trying to rontnü KM?* «anual ly 

by operatine ,in the e .-   « i w  .    Tbeso ivcnnìinf: rigiri y shew the 
"speed cff«>ct" on paupe .ind the fact  that thr roll  fore«? (P) is 

congélete jy unchariml when the paufe decrease^ dir to .in increase 

in the mill speed.    It is ittportant to notice thoufh that, when- 

ever the operator moves the screws, there is imw*diately « change 
«H   tfMbi %     (VMHHHSSB   JJsssl    Sflfcyrmt j1[   rusa   aa^W'fliwsse^djtfMFt 

For comparison,   »jb-. 3     shows a coil in the san*   mill with 

the •crowdown fiûC in operation,   the distane« between the X-Ray 

head and the toll pit« is S.S ft. for this sdii,   the tension 

M3C was not operative   at the ti*» this recording was taken, but 

better results yet were obtained with both aystan» wnrkinp. to- 

gether« 

Figure id shows ths perforaance obtained with the Screwctawn I 

Tension AGE in a Singla-Stand Alueinu* Mill that has the XHtay 

Mounted quita close to the roll bit« <S ft.),   this »afees ths 

Transport xvne ccspsnsetion   wary effective,   me psrtoriiuHja 

shown is oonsiatently obtained and percent ags wise it is «vm 

better for thicker products. 

Fig-ore 3« shows a recordinf tafeen to conduct i statistical anel- 

yiia of the H3C perforaance and of the inflyanoe that the saune* 

•star (in this cate a frRsy type) response tins hat on ftauat.   tht 
final product sause was actually chachad by ndcroaeter w asmeaatin, 

to warify that the correct thiofensst was being read by tht saugt • 

eater,   the raader should notice ths baginning of toa* instability 

whan His aajusjsaafeer tine constant is IOS • tec* 

panure |f     te am sutistioal analysis of ths coil af ft«. 3s. 

ths dssirad sauge is S.S0Q  sals ( tarnst value ),   Hotiot that «it 
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actual f.iup.e is always within the land b.750 mils to 5.875 mils with 
the tarf.ot vali» beinp, readied (zero deviation) 12 times out of MS 

mMSUTCTÄltS. 

Tb- results evidently are vor/ nood and are consistently obtained. 

The AßC with "Coiìpensation for Transport Tune" can be utilized in single 
stand or multi-stand units.    In this last case it becomes part of a nwl- 
tiple and coordinated system wlwse objective is to maintain the final 

product gau§© within close tolerance. 

In the next item we will briefly present the AGC system for a 5-Stand 

Cold Kill. 

•*.   Phi loBoph^' of AGC l'or a S-Stand Cold Hi. 11 

In a multi-stand mill títere are many variables that can be used to 

control f*auf£*    *" tne Particular case of a 5-stand mill there are 
fifteen (15) different variables (five screwdown nositionr», five 
hack tenr,ions,and five stand speeds) that can be manipulated in di. 
fferont ways, all affecting the final delivered product.    To make 
the situation more difficult» these variables are not independent 
but interact with each other; thus, a change in a stand speed not 
only affects gauge *** also changes inter-stand tension and pressductor 
roll force, a change in the screwdown position affects roll force and back 

tension but does not affect Raupe, etc. 

At the present, there in quite a sizeable amount of theoretical and 
practical knowledpe available to the AQC designer and this knowledge 
has reached a point wtiere it is possible to predict, fairly accurately, 
how a mill and its final product will react when a certain approich for 
ftauge control is chosen.   Still, there are a number of areas where an 
understand in?« of the processes involved - especially a theoretical 

understanding - is far from complete. 



Hu< to the larve ni¿m!íer of variables av.ail.iblr* for paure control 

in a Huiti-rtdad "ill the "p! , 1 n pi,. " of raup» control acquim. 

paramount importance. 

TM«; ;>'¡ulcBoph,\ has been evolvine throupì»out the vcap;, an motv 

insipht is gained, alout the rolling procer.s and t to relationships 

tlwt describe the various interactions among the different variables. 

In this paper we will describe the system we presently consider 

to be the most desirable although recognizing that other acceptable 

approaches exist, ito attempt will be made to iustify this ¡íi.¡ ;•;,., 

although this can certainly be done. 

As new developments take place, especially in the area of strip speed 

measurement, the philosophy of gauge control will certainly evolve apa in. 

It is important, then, to keep in mind the fundamental ideas that 

support any consistent approach to the. .control of Raupe in order to 

be able to apply and take full advantage of future developments. 

•t.l. Interstand Tension - Some Considerations 

Since back tension has an important effect on gauge, any AOC 

system for a Multi-Stand Mill depends intimately on the way the 

interstand tensions are controlled and/or changed. In a Sinplc- 

Stand Mill the Situation is quite straight forward since the current 

(or tension) regulators of each reel accurately maintain constant 

the front and back tensions. 

In a Multi-Stand mill the situation is quite distinct. Here, the 

stand speeds are the variables that are maintained constant by each 

stand speed regulator. However, it is also hiphly desirable, not on 

#  ly for a good control of guage but also to avoid breakage«-, or loops, 

to be able to control the interstand tensions. Once this fact is re 

cognised the first major decision immediately presents itself to the 

AGC designer and user : which variables should be manipulated to control 

the interstand tensions? 
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Basically either the scrnwdown positions or the stand relative 
speed will affect the intentand tension. 

•Hie theory shows and the practical experience confini« that 

the best method to control the interstate tensions is by actuating 
in the screww^n position, leaving the stand speeds undisturbed. 

Hence, a S-stand mill will haw four interstand tension regulators 

«ach one actuating in the screwdown position of the adjacent "deem* 
stream" scnewdown. 

This is shown in Fig. 4. 

After the interstand tensions have been controlled, the next step 

it to actually control the delivery flaute.   Hers, apain,there art 

many possible al tarnstives available.   In the author's experience 

«10 nathod that hat shown the bast results is ths out that uses two 
A9C systems : 

a) One AGC system to control the nauge «Kiting stand 1 by chanf ine 

ths number 1 stand screwdown position. 
Ths actual gang» is measured by an X-Ray mounted after stand 1, 
and operating with a "Compensated ARC system". 

b) a» AQC system to control t)*e final gaug« by changing ths stand 
5 speed.   Tu* delivery gauge is measured by an X-Ray mounted after 
stand S. 

To summarise, a complete ASC system for a S-stand Cold Mill is composed 
by th« following six subsystems : 

a) Four interstand tension regulators 
b) On« entry AQC 
c) One delivery AOC 

These subsystems operate together in a coordinated fashion to obtain the 
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t.V: i;. ;*>:•.•-• l:\r f,H.,o uiuïcr charirinc, rollìi,f. r-..;ii¡ 

- ¡Penults qtv' Conclusion 

No modern Cold Hill, "Ither smp.le or multi-stand, cm afford to operate 

wititout an AC/: system. 
A rmmually controlled mill very frequently shows paupe citante."» of mora than 
101 from the nominal value.    What is wars©» the result« aro not consistent 
since it is impossible for any operator to dedicate full attention to the 

FAWfi during his workinp shift. 

With modem AGC systems it is possible to consistently roll coils with a 
tolerance better than - 1% under constant mill speed conditions» dropping 
to - 2% when the mill is beinr accelerated or decelerated. 
These results are consistent, and obtained coil after coil. 

It is easy to imagine the savinp.s in cost that this represents, pre* 
ventini» the possible rejection of entire loads due to the product not 
meeting the required customer specifications. 

In addition, the necessarily close control of the strip tension substan 

tially reduces the number of breakages or loops. 

The mill down-tin* is kept to a minimum, resulting in appreciable increase 
in the production,   ifcnce, the use of an AGC system presents two direct 

advantages to the user : 

a) Better product quality 
b) Higher production. 




